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ATTO Unleashes Lightning Fast, Ultra Stable
FastFrame™3 25/40/50/100GbE NICs
High-performance, low latency, and energy efficient Ethernet adapters with easier
scaling for large datacenters
Amherst, NY (February 26, 2018) – ATTO Technology, Inc., a global leader of storage, network
connectivity and infrastructure solutions for data-intensive computing environments for 30 years,
announces the release of their ATTO FastFrame™3 25/40/50/100GbE network interface controllers.
ATTO FastFrame 3 NICs provide unmatched performance, the industry’s lowest latency, and the
versatility needed to support the most demanding and complex ecosystems.
Supporting speeds up to 100GbE and latency as low as 1µs, FastFrame 3 NICs are ideal for IT
applications such as data analytics, high performance computing (HPC) clusters, hyper converged
servers, large database analysis, and other latency-sensitive high performance applications.
FastFrame 3 NICs have built-in hardware offload engines, including CPU transport layer offloading and
NVMe over Fabric target offloading to accelerate data and reduce server overhead. Installations relying
on SSDs will realize improvements in storage operations thanks to native NVMe support.
“IT professionals are looking for higher bandwidth to drive data center aggregation level traffic,” said Tim
Klein, CEO of ATTO Technology. “With the industry’s lowest latency, ATTO FastFrame 3
25/40/50/100GbE NICs enable higher performance and permit significantly faster transport of large
amounts of data than our competitors. Enhancements including RoCE support and Energy Efficient
Ethernet also allow FastFrame NICs to offer higher ROI than the competition by maximizing resources
and minimizing OPEX.”
No one but ATTO offers Advanced Data Streaming (ADS™) technology which manages latency right on
the card. ADS™ is responsible for the smooth, consistent performance users have come to expect from
ATTO hardware.
ATTO FastFrame 3 NICs are available now in single and dual-port versions with optional QSFPs. In
addition to supporting Windows™ and Linux server and desktop operating systems, a FastFrame 3 Mac®
OS X driver is planned for release in Q2 2018.

In addition to FastFrame 3, ATTO offers a full line of legacy FastFrame NIC products providing end-toend connectivity options for the most cost-effective and flexible network solutions.

To browse the entire ATTO Technology family of connectivity solutions, visit: https://www.atto.com.
Purchase ATTO products through leading Value Added Resellers, System Integrators and the
ATTO Web Store. Learn more: www.atto.com/howtobuy/

Follow ATTO on Twitter and LinkedIn. Like us on Facebook. (@ATTOTechnology)

ABOUT ATTO
For 30 years, ATTO Technology, Inc. has been a global leader across the IT and media & entertainment
markets, specializing in storage and network connectivity and infrastructure solutions for the most dataintensive computing environments. ATTO works with partners to deliver end-to-end solutions to better
store, manage and deliver data. Working as an extension of customer’s design teams, ATTO
manufactures host and RAID adapters, network adapters, storage controllers, Thunderbolt™ adapters,
and software. ATTO solutions provide a high level of connectivity to all storage interfaces, including Fibre
Channel, SAS, SATA, iSCSI, Ethernet, NVMe and Thunderbolt. ATTO is the Power Behind the Storage.
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